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Abstract—Modern haptic interfaces are adept at conveying the large-scale shape of virtual objects, but they often provide unrealistic or no feedback when it comes to the microscopic details of surface texture. Direct texture rendering challenges the state of the art in haptics because it requires a finely detailed model of the surface’s properties, real-time dynamic simulation of complex interactions, and high-bandwidth haptic output to enable the user to feel the resulting contacts. This paper presents a new, fully-realized solution for creating realistic virtual textures. Our system employs a sensorized handheld tool to capture the feel of a given texture, recording three-dimensional tool acceleration, tool position, and contact force over time. We reduce the 3D acceleration signals to a perceptually equivalent one-dimensional signal, and then we use linear predictive coding to distill this raw haptic information into a database of frequency-domain texture models. Finally, we render these texture models in real time on a Wacom tablet using a stylus augmented with small voice coil actuators. The resulting virtual textures provide a compelling simulation of contact with the real surfaces, which we verify through a human subject study.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Texture is a fundamental surface property that shapes our haptic perception in almost every real-world interaction. The feel of a pencil writing on paper, fingers stroking a piece of fabric, or a saw cutting through wood are all examples of interactions with microscopic surface irregularities [1]. The unique vibrations generated by each of these interactions give us vital information that can be used to understand objects and complete everyday tasks. Therefore, these cues also have the potential to contribute to the realism and immersiveness of virtual environments.

Modern haptic hardware and algorithms are proficient at portraying the global shape and stiffness of objects using low-frequency forces. However, they are seldom capable of accurately reproducing the high-frequency accelerations that occur during real-world contacts [2], [3]. Haptic hardware typically does not have the bandwidth to display these vibration signals, e.g., [4], and most software algorithms make no attempt to generate them. While many methods have been proposed for representing textures, no commonly accepted solution exists [5].

This article presents methods for recording, modeling, and recreating tool-mediated texture contact vibrations. A sensorized handheld tool is used to capture contact acceleration signals and tool forces and motions during interaction with a set of sample textures (Fig. 1). We distill the haptic recordings into a database of frequency-domain texture models. Finally, we render this information using a custom tablet-based haptic device.

1.1 A Psychophysically Motivated Approach

Texture information is so important to how people interact with objects that researchers have labeled it as one of the primary means of human object exploration [6]. When texture exploration is done via an intermediary tool, rather than direct skin-to-texture contact, the vibrations of the tool play an important role in the sensory experience [7]. Researchers believe that humans use total spectral power to distinguish texture vibration signals from one another [8]. For tool-mediated contact, Yoshioka et al. [9] point out that these vibrations change mainly as a function of the normal force between the tool and the surface and the scanning speed of the tool across the surface.

The methods described in this paper focus on reproducing the frequency-specific power of real vibration

Fig. 1. The eight materials that were haptically modeled with the methods presented in this article. Each surface has unique microscopic details that induce distinctive vibrations when contacted with a probe.
signals in a virtual environment. The spectrum of the created signal needs to vary with the instantaneous normal force and scanning speed of the virtual interaction. We hypothesize that reproducing these signals accurately during natural human motions will cause virtual textures to feel like their real counterparts.

1.2 Interactive Pen Display
To focus on two-dimensional haptic texture information, this work uses a custom haptic device based on a tablet computer. We chose an interactive pen display for its high stiffness in the normal direction, collocated graphics and haptics, and integrated force and position sensing. We augmented the pen with voice coil actuators to enable high-frequency vibration output.

Our goals were to capture and recreate real tool-texture vibrations and study how well precisely controlled vibrations can simulate texture contact in a virtual environment. Past approaches in pen-based haptic displays include the Ubi-Pen [10], a pen that housed a miniature tactile pin-array and small eccentric-mass vibration motor, and the haptic pen [11], a solenoid-actuated device. Our design uses voice coil actuators to achieve finer control over vibration frequency and amplitude than these alternative actuation schemes. We have taken inspiration from the experimental designs of both Kontarinis and Howe [13] and Wall and Harwin [12] to develop a high-fidelity vibration output system that can realistically render our tool-mediated texture models.

2 Background
Generating a haptic representation of real surface texture is a difficult task because of three major challenges. First, real texture-based haptic information arises as a result of microscopic tool-surface interactions, but it is challenging to record the small-scale topography and interaction properties of a tool and a surface. Second, even if these critical physical properties were measured, it is not likely that the simplistic dynamic models in use today could capture all the subtleties of the micro-surface interaction. We believe that many of the assumptions used in previous texture-rendering approaches, such as constant contact and non-deforming surface profiles, are fundamentally invalid. Third, even if such a model existed, the computational complexity of such a simulation would be too costly for real-time interaction [5].

Many different approaches have been suggested to overcome the problem of unknown three-dimensional micro-surface geometry. Basdogan et al. [14] developed a technique for inferring surface shape based on gray-scale surface images. Another popular approach is to use parametric functions, such as sinusoidal waves [15], to create a non-uniform haptic surface shape. In another variation, Costa and Cutkosky [16] used a fractal approach to simulate the surface of natural objects, such as rocks. Crossan et al. described a method in which granular sections of surface geometry could be combined to form unique texture profiles [17]. Both Andrews and Lang [18] and Wall and Harwin [19] used recorded topographical surface data to create Fourier series models of texture patterns. This position disturbance pattern was later replayed to the user to simulate a virtual interaction. While neither reports a detailed user study, Wall and Harwin do note that many users commented that “the surface did not resemble its real life counterpart.”

Other methods for avoiding the computational complexity of tool-surface interaction often ignore surface shape altogether and focus instead on the sensations the user should experience. Minksy et al. [20], [21] showed that surface roughness could be simulated by applying tangential repelling and attracting forces as the haptic probe slid across a flat surface. Additional work has been done to automatically generate Gaussian-distributed force fields for this same rendering approach [22], [23]. Additionally, Kyang and Lee showed that their Ubi-Pen was capable of displaying texture sensations based upon tactile gradients designed from basic shape-primitives [10]. However, little research has been done to relate these textures to real-world surfaces. They are often hand-created by the programmer as an interpretation of what a real surface might feel like.

Simultaneously, research on data-driven haptic modeling of other surface properties has shown promise in overcoming some of the difficulties in traditional physics-based haptic display. Several researchers have used data captured from real interactions to create virtual haptic interactions that feel very similar to their real counterparts. For example, real-world contact data has been used directly for playback of cutting [24], tapping [3], and clicking [11], and it has been used indirectly to set the parameters of models for a toggle switch [25] and the texture of soil [26]. This data-driven approach enables researchers to bypass the complex step of hand-tuning a dynamic simulation of the target interaction to try to match a vaguely remembered haptic sensation. Instead, the goal of the modeling process is to capture the output response of the system (e.g., force, acceleration) given some set of user inputs (e.g., position, velocity, force). Such methods shift the focus from reproducing the physics of the interaction to reproducing the real sensations felt by the user, and thus they have been largely successful at realistic haptic simulation.

In the area of data-driven texture modeling, some of our previous research [27], along with that of [28], [29], has shown that the high-frequency vibrations created during interaction with real textures can be modeled and used later for virtual recreations. The type of texture model varies, but they all focus on the high-frequency forces or accelerations that the user feels when contacting the surface. In parallel, older
research showed that high-frequency information is critical for high-fidelity haptic feedback in teleoperation [13], where the user controls the movement of a remote robot. In our recent work comparing various teleoperation controllers, we showed that matching high-frequency vibrations yielded the most realistic contact experience for the user [30]. This article aims to show that similar benefits can be achieved in virtual environments by creating texture vibration models from real contact data and carefully controlling the high-frequency vibration output to be appropriately correlated with the user’s actions.

3 Creating a Texture Model

The first step in creating a texture model is to capture haptic data from the desired interaction and distill it into a frequency-domain model. This Section describes our texture-capture hardware (Fig. 2) and software (Fig. 3), along with the capturing procedure.

3.1 Data Collection System

Our data collection system centers on a computer connected to an interactive pen display and a digital three-axis accelerometer (Fig. 2). These sensors capture the normal force, scanning speed, and high-frequency accelerations generated when the pen interacts with various texture samples laid on the screen.

3.1.1 Interactive Pen Display

We use a Cintiq 12WX interactive pen display by Wacom Co., Ltd. to determine the tool’s normal force and scanning speed during data collection. This particular Wacom model was selected for several reasons, including its lightweight pen, collocated graphics, and high-resolution force and position measurement. The model of pen used to interact with the display surface is a Cintiq Classic Pen.

A modified version of the Linux Wacom Project code base [31] was used to gain access to the raw data sensed by the Wacom device. Three variables are read from the Wacom device as positive integer count values at a rate of 125 Hz: the x- and y-position of the pen tip (both in the tablet frame), and the pen’s normal force. The two-dimensional position of the pen tip can be converted to real-world units by multiplying by the position resolution as defined by the manufacturer: (4.934 \( \mu \text{m}/\text{count} \)) and (4.861 \( \mu \text{m}/\text{count} \)) for the x- and y-axes respectively. The normal force sensor, located in the tip of the Wacom pen, has a resolution of (0.0013 N/count).

The velocity at which the pen tip translates over the Wacom surface is calculated via the discrete-time derivative of tip position. The pen speed is calculated by taking the magnitude of this two-dimensional velocity vector. During data collection we apply a 1 Hz first-order low-pass filter to these speed values to diminish the effects of noise and quantization in the tablet position readings.

Fig. 2. Our data-collection system. The experimenter explores the textured surface with the pen, varying their normal force and scanning speed. The Wacom tablet measures the pen’s normal force and position, while the three-axis accelerometer measures its vibrations.

3.1.2 Three-axis Accelerometer

An Analog Devices ADXL345 three-axis digital MEMS-based accelerometer is affixed to the pen to capture its high-frequency vibrations. This chip was selected for its ability to read accelerations along three Cartesian axes, its high bandwidth, and its configurable range of up to ±157 m/s² (±16 g). We use a DIMAX SUB-20 Multi Interface USB Adapter to connect the ADXL345 to the laptop computer.

Our custom data collection software gathers acceleration data from the ADXL345 using a C library supplied by DIMAX. Upon start up, our software configures the ADXL345 into ±78.4 m/s² (±8 g) mode and sets its sampling rate to 800 Hz. During operation, the program polls the ADXL345 at 800 Hz and records the x-y-z acceleration values. The ADXL345 can distinguish between 2¹⁰ values of acceleration on each axis, and it returns each reading as an integer value. We subtract calibrated zero acceleration values and convert to standard units by multiplying by the resolution of the accelerometer, 0.153125 (m/s²)/count.

3.1.3 Texture Samples

Eight common materials were selected for our initial set of textures: vinyl, denim, canvas, wood, rough plastic, paper, brushed plastic, and cardboard (Fig. 1). Each sample was mounted with spray adhesive on a piece of 2.25-mm-thick plastic. These materials were selected because the vibrations generated felt the same regardless of the scanning direction. This isotropy was verified by recording the vibrations produced while moving the tool over each material in a variety of directions. Each of the selected materials produced a spectrum that was largely invariant to the scanning direction. Furthermore, none of the materials had features that were spatially perceptible during pen contact, such as large bumps or crevices, so they feel the same at all locations on the surface.
3.2 Data Collection Procedure

Each material was manually scanned at sixteen combinations of normal force and speed using the procedure outlined below. We scan materials manually rather than with a robot to avoid the complexity of automation and ensure the tool has an appropriate dynamic response.

First, a texture sample is placed on top of the Wacom device as seen in Fig. 2. The Wacom is capable of recording position and force data through the surface. Next, the experimenter grasps the instrumented stylus comfortably in their hand and runs our custom data collection software program. The program displays the current pen force and speed on the screen, and it gives the experimenter ten seconds to adjust their movement before acceleration recording commences. The experimenter pushes harder or softer on the surface to control the force to the desired value. To regulate speed, the experimenter moves the pen in a circular motion around the material at slower or faster rates. The experimenter attempts to hold the pen in a vertical orientation throughout the trial. After recording six seconds of data, the program exits and writes the data to a file.

For each of the eight surface materials, data was recorded at intervals of 0.3 N from 0.3 to 1.2 N, and at intervals of 50 mm/s from 50 to 200 mm/s, for a total of sixteen recordings per material. The ranges were selected to span the entire space of reasonable force and speed values a user generates when interacting with the Wacom device. The intervals were selected so that the experimenter could easily achieve each of the predefined values. If the experimenter deviated more than 0.15 N or 25 mm/s away from the target force or speed for a duration greater than 0.5 seconds, the recording trial was discarded and repeated.

3.3 Texture Response Modeling

After capturing these three-axis vibration signals, we need to store the information they contain. The rest of the methods discussed in this Section do not need to run in real time, so they have been implemented offline using Matlab. For reasons that will quickly become clear in Section 4, reducing our raw data to a frequency-domain model is very useful for creating a unique and infinitely long version of the signal in a haptic virtual environment.

3.3.1 Acceleration Data Pre-Processing

Prior to our main data manipulation steps, we perform several simple pre-processing steps to condition our acceleration data. First, we upsample all data from its original recorded 800 Hz to 5000 Hz using the resample function in Matlab. We upsample because we use the computer soundcard to output our actuator drive signal, and 5000 Hz is a standard minimum output rate available in many soundcards. Next, we high-pass filter our data with a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. This step eliminates several unwanted effects including gravitational forces, sensor drift, and accelerations from the experimenter’s hand motions.

3.3.2 Converting to a One-Dimensional Signal

Many researchers have noted that the human sensitivity to high-frequency vibrations is largely independent of direction [32]. Additionally, making a high-frequency vibration haptic device with one output axis is far simpler than making a device with three axes of output. These two factors have motivated us to develop a method of reducing the vibration information recorded in three Cartesian directions to a single dimension. The goal of this reduction is to create a vibration signal that has little or no perceptual difference from the original three-dimensional signal. The proper way to combine these three signals is not immediately evident, and our research group
has spent considerable effort exploring various approaches [33]. For offline processing, our DFT321 algorithm best captures both the spectral energy and the temporal information from all three axes, as shown for a sample recording in Fig. 4.

The DFT321 approach uses frequency-domain techniques to combine the three original signals into one signal without altering the total spectral power. First, we square, sum, and square-root the magnitude of the smoothed Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of each of our original three signals:

\[ |\hat{A}_x(f)| = \sqrt{A_x(f)^2 + A_y(f)^2 + A_z(f)^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, \(|\hat{A}_x(f)|\) is the frequency-domain magnitude of our new DFT321 signal, and \(A_x(f), A_y(f),\) and \(A_z(f)\) are the smoothed DFTs of each of our original three Cartesian acceleration vectors. The frequency-domain phase of our new DFT321 signal is determined by taking the inverse tangent of the sum of the imaginary parts divided by the sum of the real parts of the DFTs of the original signals, yielding an average phase \(\theta(f)\):

\[ \theta(f) = \tan^{-1}\left( \frac{Im\left(\hat{A}_x(f) + \hat{A}_y(f) + \hat{A}_z(f)\right)}{Re\left(\hat{A}_x(f) + \hat{A}_y(f) + \hat{A}_z(f)\right)} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We perform an inverse DFT on the calculated magnitude and phase to create the new time-domain signal.

3.3.3 Generating a Linear Predictive Model

After reducing our data to a single axis, we store it in the form of a frequency-domain transfer function. We first proposed this idea in [34], and we developed the details further in [27]. This step is summarized below, and the reader should refer to these prior works for a more detailed explanation.

Our goal in this step is to develop a discrete-time transfer function that can predict the next sample in a texture acceleration stream based on the previous \(n\) acceleration values. We approach this problem by borrowing a well-known tool from the speech processing community, Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). Let our acceleration data vector from DFT321 be called \(\hat{a}(k)\), the prediction of our filter be \(\hat{a}(k)\), and the residual of these two signals \(\hat{e}(k)\). \(H(z)\) is defined as an IIR filter of length \(n\) of the form \(H(z) = [-h_1z^{-1} - h_2z^{-2}... - h_nz^{-n}]\). The transfer function from acceleration to prediction error can be written as:

\[ \frac{E(z)}{A(z)} = 1 - H(z) \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

We can then define the vector of filter coefficients \(\hat{h} = [h_1 h_2 h_3 ... h_n]^T\), and we can write out the residual at each time step with the following difference equation:

\[ e(k) = a(k) - \hat{a}(k) = a(k) - \hat{h}^T \hat{a}(k-1) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

As described in [27], we solve for the optimal filter vector, \(\hat{h}_{\text{opt}}\) that corresponds to a minimum value of \(e(k)\). We have found that a filter order of \(n = 400\) generally achieves the maximum possible level of signal prediction accuracy for 5000 Hz vibration data.

Another important result of this modeling step is the residual error signal, \(e(k)\), that remains after subtracting the prediction from the original signal. The power in this signal, \(\sigma^2\), is calculated using the standard definition as the average squared magnitude of the individual elements in \(\hat{e}(k)\).

3.3.4 Creating Models For All Forces and Speeds

The above process of reducing our vibration data to a single axis with DFT321 and making a transfer function model with LPC is repeated for each data recording. The resulting LPC models are then used to construct a table of model parameters for each material sampled. We parametrize the space based on the force and speed values from the recording. As shown in Fig. 3, each node in the table is composed of the LPC recursive coefficients, \(\hat{h}\), and the power of the residual signal, \(\sigma^2\). A Matlab script writes this data as a custom C++ lookup table class for use by the algorithms of Section 4. For rendering, it is also desirable to make table entries for the cases when force and/or speed are equal to zero. However, no useful data can be recorded under zero force or speed conditions. Thus, the zero force and speed nodes are assigned the same \(\hat{h}\) as the closest node, with a \(\sigma^2\) value of zero.
4 RENDERING A TEXTURE MODEL

After obtaining a data-driven model of each texture’s vibration response at various speeds and forces, we use these models to create an acceleration signal for contact with virtual textures. This Section describes the process used to go from the frequency-domain model developed in Section 3 to a unique time-domain signal during a virtual texture interaction. We also describe the custom hardware system that allows the user to feel this vibration signal. Fig. 5 shows the full diagram of the texture rendering process.

4.1 Vibration Signal Generation

The first step in rendering a realistic virtual texture is to decide what sensation the user should experience at each instant in time. Several important pieces of information are required to do this: the texture type, the normal force, and the scanning speed.

Our software determines which texture the user is contacting via two-dimensional collision detection between the pen tip and textured patches on the Wacom device screen. The normal force is read directly from the Wacom device as explained in Section 3.1.1. The Wacom’s raw position data is again used to calculate speed, but with a slightly different algorithm than Section 3.3.1 because the speed can no longer be assumed to be a near constant value. A first-order low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20 Hz is applied to our speed value to smooth quantization effects. This higher cutoff frequency avoids introducing significant delay in the speed calculation because we want the system to respond quickly to user motion.

It is also important to note that the Wacom device has a small amount of additive noise that contaminates the position data when the pen tip is stationary. This noise generates incorrect non-zero speed values. We remove this error by high-pass filtering the x-y position values at 10 Hz to remove the DC position offset, and then low-pass filtering the signals at 100 Hz to attenuate the additive noise. If this new filtered position value is less than the empirically tuned threshold of 0.06 mm, the speed is set to 0 mm/s.

4.1.1 Lookup-Table Data Retrieval

The pen speed and force data are used in real time to retrieve data from the lookup table that was described in Section 3.3.4. The user’s speed value is rounded to the two closest speeds that exist within the lookup table, one lower and one higher than the actual speed. The same procedure is done for the user’s force value. These four values are used to retrieve the four closest nodes within the lookup table.

The program then uses the original values of the user’s force and speed to perform a two-dimensional bilinear interpolation to determine new $\vec{h}$ and $\sigma^2$ values for the current state. The interpolated results are used to generate a unique acceleration signal, as discussed in the next Section. Note that a special case exists when the user exceeds the maximum lookup table value for force and/or speed. When this happens, we saturate the user’s force or speed to the maximum value in the lookup table to avoid extrapolation.

4.1.2 LPC Signal Synthesis

The next step is to use the interpolated LPC model parameters to generate an appropriate acceleration waveform. The interpolated coefficients $\vec{h}$ are used to create a transfer function from prediction error to acceleration, which is the inverse of (3):

$$\frac{A_y(z)}{E_y(z)} = \frac{1}{1 - H(z)} \quad (5)$$

This transfer function can be used to convert white noise into an acceleration signal with the desired

Fig. 5. A diagram of our texture rendering system. Pen-tip position and force information are read into the computer from the Wacom tablet. The position information is differentiated and low-pass filtered to obtain the pen-tip speed. The force and filtered speed information are used by our lookup table to obtain the indices of the four closest nodes in the discretized force-speed workspace. We use the models stored in these nodes to perform a bilinear interpolation and estimate the current coefficient vector and residual variance. These values are passed to our LPC signal generator, which creates an appropriate acceleration waveform. This signal is output via the computer soundcard, through a current amplifier, to drive the voice-coil actuators on the pen.
The output of the linear current amplifier drives two voice coil actuators on the pen.

4.2.1 Voice Coil Actuators

The stylus is augmented with two voice coil actuators wired in series, both model NCC01-04-001-1X by H2W Technologies. Voice coils were selected as the actuation mechanism because of their direct relationship between input current and output acceleration [36]. Both voice coils are driven simultaneously in the same direction. Two voice coils are used to double the output force, a necessity for achieving the strong vibrations of surfaces such as the rough plastic used in our experiments. The actuators are mounted with the electromagnetic coil fixed and the permanent magnet moving, as shown in Fig. 7. A small weight is attached to the magnet to strengthen the system’s vibration output. The total mass of the moving components is 7 grams for each actuator. A custom housing was made to mount each moving magnet and stationary electromagnetic coil to the pen. The housing contains a low-friction acetal plastic sleeve bearing that the moving magnet slides within. A rubber flexure spring is attached to the moving magnet to return it to a centered position when no drive current is applied.

Several actuator mounting positions were tested, and our final design places both actuators below the grip of the user, as seen in Figs. 2 and 7. In this configuration the actuators vibrate along the pen frame’s x-axis, parallel to the tablet surface. This placement was selected because it makes the vibrations feel as if they are emanating from the tip of the pen without significantly blocking the user’s view of the tablet screen. Actuator placements above the user’s hand perpendicular to the z-axis of the pen tend to make vibrations feel unnatural and also create spurious moments about the user’s grip. Actuator placements that align the actuators’ vibration axes with the pen frame’s z-axis are not capable of generating accelerations down into the rigid surface, and thus the acceleration effects are much weaker.

We experimentally identified the dynamics of our hand-pen-actuator system to better understand its high-frequency output capabilities. Two different users held the stylus in their hand while a swept sinusoid signal was played through the vibration actuators. The resulting vibrations were recorded along the x-y-z axes of the accelerometer. Five iterations of the sinusoid were repeated in sequence, each six seconds long and increasingly logarithmically from 5
to 300 Hz. Fig. 8 shows a plot of both the amplitude and phase response of the system for two tests with each user. The input signal is the current used to drive the actuators measured in amps (A). The output signal is the recorded acceleration vector reduced to a single axis using the DFT321 algorithm. Due to uncertainty in sound output timing, the signals were shifted to minimize time delay in each case. The system delivers a strong vibration output from approximately 30 Hz to 300 Hz, with slight variations between trials and users. As seen in Fig. 8, the frequency response of the system appears to converge to a value between 9 and 12 (m/s²)/A, indicating that a proper value for K lies between 1/9 and 1/12. We use a value of $K = 0.0972$ A/(m/s²) for the experiments of Section 5.

### 5 User Study

After finishing the hardware and software of our texture system, we wanted to understand how it would be perceived by users. Specifically, we were interested in the vibration strength that users would prefer, and the level of realism that the system could achieve. To limit the length of individual subject trials and avoid subject fatigue, the study used only six of the eight materials that were modeled; cardboard and brushed plastic were omitted because they are somewhat similar to other textures.

#### 5.1 Experiment Setup

All subjects sat at a desk with the tablet in front of them, and they wore a set of headphones playing pink noise to mask ambient sounds. To enable the subject to directly compare virtual and real textures, the tablet was modified so that real texture samples could be secured to the right half of the surface (Fig. 9). On one side of the tablet was a numeric keypad that the subject used for data entry.

#### 5.2 Experiment Procedure

The study employed a forced-choice, one-up one-down adaptive staircase method [37] to determine the vibration strength preference of each user for each texture. During each trial two surfaces were presented to the participant, one real surface and one virtual surface (consisting of vibrations generated using an LPC model as described in Section 4.1.2), with an adjustable value for $\gamma$. A value of $\gamma = 1$ corresponds to the value we expected subjects to prefer, if our texture modeling and rendering system performed as desired.

Prior to the beginning of the experiment, the subject gave informed consent and filled out a demographic
questionnaire. Then the subject was instructed that their task was to determine which surface, real or virtual, felt as though it had stronger vibrations. The subject was to enter this decision on the keypad by pushing one of two keys labeled ‘real’ and ‘virtual’. The subject was instructed to use similar motions and forces on the two samples, to take as much time as necessary to satisfactorily compare the two surfaces, and to feel free to switch between the real and virtual surfaces as often as desired. After the goal of the experiment was clear, the subject was asked to put on the headphones and grasp the stylus in any way they felt comfortable, while avoiding placing any part of the hand on the voice-coil actuators. The experiment was initiated when the experimenter attached one of the six surface samples onto the Wacom tablet.

After each entry, the value of $\gamma$ was automatically adjusted, and the subject repeated the comparison. Each sequence began with $\gamma = 0.237$, a value that caused the virtual surface to feel significantly weaker than the real surface. The initial step size for our staircase method was set to 0.237, and $\gamma$ was incremented each time the subject rated the real surface to be stronger than the virtual surface. $\gamma$ was decremented each time the real surface was rated weaker than the virtual surface. The step size was decreased to 0.072 after the first three response reversals (a reversal was considered to have occurred when the slope of the response changed sign). The sequence was terminated after eight reversals at the 0.072 step size level, for a total of eleven reversals, as seen in Fig. 10. The step size values chosen for this study were determined from the range and mean values of $\gamma$ obtained in a pilot study that used the method of adjustments.

After each staircase sequence was completed, the participant was asked to rate the realism of the virtual surface using four different values for $\gamma$. For this part of the study, the experimenter first averaged the final eight reversal points found in the previously completed staircase trial. Next, the strength of the virtual surface was set to one of four possible levels: 0%, 50%, 100%, or 150% of this average $\gamma$. Finally, the subject was asked to freely explore the virtual and real surfaces while judging how well the virtual surface was able to match the sensations of the real surface. The subject then rated the quality of the match on a scale from 0 to 100, with a value of 0 representing that the two surface feel ‘nothing alike at all,’ and a value of 100 meaning that the two surfaces were ‘completely indistinguishable.’ It was explained to the subject that this comparison was more qualitative than the vibration magnitude comparisons they were asked to make during the staircase trials.

The experiment was continued in this manner for five new materials, giving six materials total. The order in which the materials were presented was selected randomly by the experimenter beforehand. Visual indicators were provided to the subject to keep them below the maximum force and velocity levels of the LPC model during all interactions with both the real and virtual materials. If the subject exceeded the maximum force level of the LPC model, the tablet background turned red. If they exceeded the maximum speed, the background turned yellow. And if both were exceeded, the background turned orange. Subjects were instructed to keep their force and speed below these levels. A total of nine subjects participated in the study (five male and four female). All subjects were between the ages of 21 and 30. One subject was left handed, and all completed the experiment with their dominant hand.

5.3 Results

This section analyzes the vibration gains and realism ratings provided by subjects during the experiment. We use $\alpha = 0.05$ except where noted.

5.3.1 Vibration Gain

Eleven $\gamma$ reversals were recorded for each subject for each of the six materials. The first three reversals were discarded, and the final eight were averaged together to obtain a single value $\hat{\gamma}$, for a total of 54 values (9 subjects $\times$ 6 materials). A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using $\hat{\gamma}$ as the response variable. Subject and material were set as explanatory variables and treated as random effects. This analysis showed that the material type did not significantly affect the value of $\gamma$ selected by subjects ($F(5,53) = 1.36, p = 0.26$). Subject did have a significant effect on $\gamma$ ($F(8,53) = 3.25, p = 0.006, \eta^2 = 0.3573$). Subsequent post-hoc t-tests were run comparing all subjects, adjusted using a Bonferroni correction. These tests showed that only the mean of subject 3 differed significantly from subjects 1, 4, and 6, using $\alpha = 0.05/36 = 0.0014 (p < 0.001$ for all three comparisons). The means of all other subjects showed no significant differences from one another. A mean value of $\gamma = 0.9 \pm 0.15$ was calculated by averaging $\hat{\gamma}$ over all subjects and all textures.
5.3.2 Texture Realism

216 realism ratings were recorded during the study (9 subjects × 6 materials × 4 γ levels). A three-way ANOVA was performed to understand the value of γ affected realism rating. Realism rating was treated as the response variable, and subject, material, and gain level were treated as the explanatory variables. Both subject and material were treated as random effects. This analysis showed that the γ level significantly affects the realism rating selected by subjects \((F(3,215) = 242, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.705)\). Subsequent post-hoc t-tests, adjusted using a Bonferroni correction, showed that all four γ levels were significantly different from one another using \(\alpha = 0.05/6 = 0.0083\) \((p < 0.001\) for all except the 100% and 150% comparison, for which \(p = 0.0081\)). As seen in Fig. 11, the 100% gain level resulted in the highest realism ratings, followed by 150%, 50%, and then 0%. The box edges indicate the 25% to 75% percentiles, the whiskers include the range of points within 1.5 times the interquartile range, and all outlier points beyond the whisker range are indicated by a +. The middle line indicates the median value.

A two-way ANOVA was then performed using the realism ratings recorded during only the γ = 100% trails. Realism rating was treated as the response variable, and subject and material were treated as the explanatory variables, both as random effects. Material was found to have a significant effect on realism rating at \((F(5,53) = 6.49, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.30)\). Post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction resulted in a total of four pairwise comparisons with significant differences (out of 15 total comparisons), as seen in Fig. 12. Box plot properties are the same as described for Fig. 11. Subject was also found to have a significant effect on realism rating \((F(8,53) = 4.49, p < 0.001, \eta^2 = 0.33)\). Post-hoc t-tests with a Bonferroni correction resulted in a total of six pairwise comparisons with significant differences (out of 36 total comparisons). The mean realism rating averaged over all materials and subjects at the 100% gain level was 65.4, with a standard deviation of 19.0.

**Fig. 11.** Realism ratings given by subjects for percentages of the subject-selected γ value. All groups were statistically significant from one another, with the 100% gain level being rated the most realistic.

**Fig. 12.** Realism ratings given by subjects for different types of material. Statistically significant differences are marked above with a bar and * symbol.

5.4 Discussion

The user study provided a variety of interesting findings about the vibration gain γ and the realism of our virtual textures. We found that subjects tended to prefer values of γ very near the unity gain value, and that this preference was not affected by material. Subject was found to have a slight effect on γ preference, with one out of nine subjects differing from three others. We suspect this difference stems from variations in hand mass and grip style, as well as personal preference, but it is a complicated issue that will require further study. In practice, we have found it best to set γ to unity and to finely adjust it to each user’s preference, if necessary.

Our study of realism rating showed that the subject’s chosen value of γ leads to the highest ratings of perceived realism (Fig. 11). This shows that values of γ that generate accelerations at the subject’s hand that are roughly equivalent in magnitude to the accelerations experienced during real texture interaction result in the most realistic virtual sensations. This result contrasts to some of our previously reported results in [30], where subjects tended to prefer a gain level higher than the unity value. In this previous research only a single axis of vibration was relayed to the user, as opposed to capturing the power of all three axes with the DFT321 algorithm. The preference of the unity gain value in our new study now indicates that the proper level of vibration magnitude is being conserved in our DFT321/LPC approach.

The ANOVA on realism ratings showed that material type is a significant factor. Rough plastic received the highest ratings, while paper received the lowest. Subjects tended to vary in their ranking of different materials, resulting in large standard deviations for each virtual material’s realism. It is not yet clear exactly what features cause our virtual materials to feel unrealistic, with some subjects commenting on a discrepancy in kinetic friction, and others citing a perceived difference in vibrations. However, it appears that a trend may exist where rougher surfaces with more vibrations (such as rough plastic and vinyl) may...
be perceived as more realistic than smoother surfaces (such as paper).

6 Conclusion

This paper presents methods for creating the most detailed and realistic haptic virtual textures to date. We began by constructing a new recording system that captures motion, force, and acceleration data while a user interacts with textured surfaces. We presented a method for reducing the recorded three-dimensional acceleration information down to a one-dimensional signal, and we detailed a process for converting each one-dimensional time-domain signal into a frequency-domain vibration model. We store a set of such models at different speeds and forces as a representation of how that surface feels with that tool.

We also presented a real-time method for recreating unique time-domain signals from our frequency-domain models, based on the tool’s speed and force. We describe novel hardware that is capable of rendering these high-bandwidth signals to the user via voice coil actuators. Finally, we tested our system in a user study that involved direct real-to-virtual comparisons. The average vibration gain chosen by subjects was near the gain level that would produce one-to-one vibration output from our model, and the average realism rating of 65.4/100 substantiates the merits of our approach. This system has also been positively received during demonstrations at Haptics Symposium 2010, ICRA 2010, and EuroHaptics 2010.

While our approach largely succeeds at recreating the feel of real textured surfaces, there are several areas that we are continuing to investigate with future research. Our current modeling method requires long streams of data at constant speed and force values, which takes time and skill to collect; we are developing methods for building models from less controlled interaction data. Our models currently lack any directional information or specific location-based information, as would be needed to render corduroy fabric or strongly grained wood with knots. We intend to develop more advanced texture modeling and storage methods that are capable of quickly retrieving data from higher-order multi-dimensional datasets. Lastly, we are working to port this texture-rendering approach to the open-source haptics package CHAI 3D, so that it can be used with three-dimensional virtual objects and more traditional haptic devices.

By outlining the theoretical basis of our algorithms and the practical implementation of our system, we hope this approach can become a widely adopted tool in the haptics community. We believe that combining our texture approach with other state-of-the-art haptic rendering methods for properties such as object shape and friction will yield virtual simulations that achieve superior overall realism results.
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